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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Equine Equity  
Win Bet - Punchestown 15:40 - Messie @ 4/1 

The Secret Handicapper  
Win Bet - Hereford 15:55 - Marble Moon @ 15/8 

The Pro Punter  
Win Bet - Huntingdon 14:45 - Before Midnight @ 8/11 
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Stalemate When Ireland Host Wales  

When Wales beat Ireland 4-1 in Cardiff last month in the UEFA Nations League the 
best players on the pitch were the obvious candidates. Gareth Bale and Aaron 
Ramsey could get a game for most international sides but they will be absent for the 
reverse fixture in Dublin tonight. Denmark could not score against Ireland on 
Saturday but the home team have found the net in the first half in just one of their 
last 11 internationals. Christian Eriksen did not play for Denmark against Ireland and 
he is their Bale counterpart as a world class player. Three of the last eight meetings 
between Ireland and Wales have been goalless and neither side have goals potential 
in the selected sides. Therefore, the best outcome to bet on in this fixture is the 
DRAW at 21/10 with Paddy Power.


There are eight other Nations League fixtures and 10 international friendlies tonight. 
It’s debatable whether there will be much difference in the level of effort and 
motivation in the two types of fixture. France and Germany have had huge meetings 
in the World Cup and European Championships. Germany lost 3-0 to another big 
rival in Holland at the weekend and the once untouchable manager is under 
pressure. Joachim Low may not survive another humiliating defeat and FRANCE 
should be backed at 8/11 with bet365 to win this fixture. Argentina will be without 
Lionel Messi when they play in BRAZIL tonight. The home team have lost twice in 29 
fixtures so out the South American outfit to back at 8/13 with William Hill. 


There are two Flat meeting and two over jumps today in Britain and a jumps fixture 
at Punchestown in Ireland which offers most prize money. The conditions hurdle 
over two miles at 2.35 is the richest contest at the track. The race has only attracted 
four runners but none of those are bigger than 9/2 in the forecast betting. Don’t 
Touch It comes out on top for form and ratings but Hidden Cyclone has not run for 
363 days. Stooshie is the most progressive of the quartet but EIGHT TILL LATE can 
translate good Flat form over hurdles and is the selection at 4/1 with Ladbrokes.   


Some Interesting Facts About Horse Racing… Well I 
Think So! - By High Roller Racing


Most of us are interested in little snippets about our sport. So I thought I would give 
you some info about things you may not have thought about. Here goes:-


1. The average Flat Jockey is below 5ft 6inches and weighs between 8 and 9 stone.


2. Jockeys boots are mainly synthetic and weigh as little as 300 grass.


3. A Flat racing saddle weighs between one and two pounds in weight.
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4. The whip is fitted with a microchip to count how many times the jockey hits the 
horse with the whip during a race. The whip is around 30 inches long and padded 
for horse welfare.


5. Breathing...the horses lungs breathe in and out around 140 times per minute 
delivering around 150 litres of air per second. At 10,000 litres per race this is what a 
human takes in per day.


6. Horseracing is the second largest spectator sport in Great Britain behind football. 
Horseracing generates around £3.7 billion for the economy per year in the UK. 


7. A racehorse has an average stride of between 20 and 21 feet.


8. The racehorse stride frequency is between 130 and 140 strides per minute.


9. The horses heart  beats up to 240 times per minute moving about 60 pints of 
blood during a race. The horses heart weighs around the same as four bags of 
sugar...approximately 4 Kgs.


10. Average weight of a racehorse is half a ton. The average speed of a horse in a 
race is 37.5 miles per hour.


Hope these little facts and snippets are of interest as I found them fascinating.


My service High Roller Racing is still in decent form and as I write the service 
has a strike rate 58.33% as I write with seven winners from twelve selections… 
this weeks winners includes Bargy Lady WON 9/4, Buffalo River WON  11/10, 
Voix Du Reve WON 13/8, Noah And The Arc WON 9/4. So far this month we 
have a profit of 23.53 points so if you back to £100 per point you are £2,353 in 
profit. The service is FREE to join and you pay just £10 for a winning tip after it 
has won. Join free by following the link below the article. Have a great week… 
my members will! 

CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 

Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


October is turning out to be a really great month so far. Last week we added more 
profit to the account. It started last Tuesday. We said we had 4 bets and that we 
were confident of a profit. Well SHUFMATO WON AT 16/1! That was just the 
beginning of a great week that saw us profitable 6 days from 7. 


October looks like this... 43.99 Total Points 107.29% Return on Investment 26.83% 
Strike Rate. 
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More importantly though we are in profit for our 4th consecutive year! 


Today I have some great bets lined up on the main service. I’m excited we could 
add to our tally. 


Today’s Free Advice 


Over at Leicester ANDREA ATZENI has 3 rides and all of them should be there 
abouts. His rides are listed here... 


Today - 3:35 Monsieur Noir 5/2 

Today - 5:10 Kenny George L 18/1

Today - 5:40 Lady Momoka 9/4


Even the largest price horse can be overlooked so I would suggest an each way 
patent covering all 3 selections that’s 7 bets in one. 


The Jockey is in good form and all the horses have a chance. 


We have some huge bets on the main service so join today if you would like to join 
us for those. 


Jumper To Follow This Season 


BRIO CONTI (6 gr g Dom Alco – Cadoulie Wood) 

Form: F28115- 

Trainer: Paul Nicholls 

Owner: The Gi Gi Syndicate 


This Smart Bumper winner put an early departarted early on his hurdling bow. He 
shaped much better then the bare result next time out in a fairly competitive race at 
than the result in a fairly competitive race at Cheltenham. He then went on to be a 
huge 9l winner at Doncaster a track that suits his strong galloping style. Next he 
hacked up at Kempton travelling like the best horse in the race for much of it and 
really stamping his authority at the business end. Back to Cheltenham for the grade 
1 Sefton novices hurdle he ran a pretty good race but not sure if the track suits I 
think he is more the type for flat tracks that let him stride out. What he achieved was 
great but this guy is made for chasing and this year should see him improve he will 
certainly land a few big prizes this year.


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 
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